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INVASION OF ITALY

Messina

September 2, 1 943

Midnight

BY Monson representing THE COMBINED AUSTraLIAN PPESS

Down on the beaches stretching for nlles/from here invasion barges are massed

.and troops are quietly taking their place great adventure - invasion of the

.mainland. On the other shore all is quiet. There is no sign of any enemy holding
the beaches or slopes rising steeply behind them. But we know they, are there.

Occasionally our guns on the Sicilian shore send over a few shells, but that’s the

only note of war on the still air. Following the coastal road from the south of

the island today in a continuous line of traffic -with ’ducks’ loaded with troops,
packed trucks and ammunitionwaggons nose to tail, it was clear that the Eighth

Army was on its way to assault the southern beaches of Italy, Signs along the road

directed units to their embarkation beaches where trocp-ianding ships and invasion

barges were drawn up in lines close inshore.

On the beaches groups of Canadians and Tommies were loading ammunition stores.

In the vineyards just back from the beaches troops were bivouacked, filling in the

time cleaning arms, laughing with civilians grouped round them. For several days
and nights Sicilians' living in villages along the coast road had watched an endless

stream of military traffic moving to the beachheads.

A fortnight ago they had seen similar lines of traffic moving to the same

places. They were their allies the Germans moving cut. Gorman road signs

directing troops to the beaches were still in place alongside our own. Their

blown up vehicles were still where they had been abandoned.

The villagers certainly knew where we were bound and they cheered and waved

to us as we passed. Young girls had put on their best frocks and dug out lip-
sticks to dress up for the occasion. They were in holiday mood for they conside-red

the sooner we got there the sooner the war with Italy would be over and their menfolk

home again.

It’s strange being cheered to battle by people whom you are fighting, but not

only the young came out to wave. Men, women and children of all ages watched; us go

with smiles on their faces, pointed to Italy and shouted encouragement. Across the

Strait of Messina the country played hide and seek in the sunshine, shadow flowing

over. It appeared deserted. Yet we knew eyes were watching.

Traffic along the roads, the concentration of invasion craft must have been

visible through glasses from the other shore but no shot was fired and no enemy pianos

came over. Without complete air mastery invasion in the manner it was carried out

would have been a highly hazardous, if not an impossible operation. •

The assault was mounted methodically and unhurriedly on the enemy’s doorstep and

there was nothing he could do about it. His guns wore afriad to fire because every

thine they had opened up earlier our guns replied tenfold, knocking them out one by

one as our observers on the Sicilian side flashspotted them. Outgunned and beaten in

the air they could only await the assault and what the morrow would bring while trust-

ing tc concealed mortars and machine-guns to ward off the attackers. Only the morrow

would reveal whether their defensive measures would prevail.

Watching our men going about their preliminary, jobs and knowing the preparations

we had made I was in no doubt of the outcome. But daybreak will tell. Every detail

of the operation had been worked out long before zero day. I watched it being put

into operation, marvelling at the intricacy of the planning in modem;war and the

apparent simplicity of its execution. Every man, every ton of stores and munitions,

every gun employed in operation had been moved down that coastal road with its many

deviations necessitated by enemy demolitions, its twistings and windings- and last

fifteen miles under enemy observation. Each unit with all stores had to arrive at its

appointed rendezvous on a set time and despite holdups at hairpin bends and narrow

bridges everything did arrive in time,
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Part of the credit for this must go to the traffic police who were on duty

continuously, sorted out traffic jams, kept wheels rolling and got the stuff there

on tine. The amphibious ’ducks' which made the first part of their journey on wheels

before taking to the sea were as cumbersome as any of the vehicles to get forward as

there were long strings of then moving nose to tail ready loaded for assault.

But they too got past all hazardous turns and bends without serious holdups. At

various turning off points a way had been cleared through still existing enemy

minefields and here sappers had marked prepared lanes with white tapes.

By early evening the waiting invasion craft, strung in close-packed rows

along miles of beaches, had received their cargoes and were Y/aiting the word to

move to the attack. In houses in the narrow village streets just back of the sea

front, candles appeared as officers took up quarters to direct unit operations and

to receive immediate reports from the landing parties. Doubtless in streets opposite
but _separated by the Strait enemy officers were engaged in directing defensive

measures.

Leaving the coast. I climbed into the hills to one of our artillery observation

posts from where the barrage.'to cover the landings was to be directed. The brigadier

commanding the whole artillery of the operation pointed out targets opposite and

beaches the infantry were about to assault.

Scylla and the swirling waters of Charybdis of mythology shewed clear in the

fading light and the brigadier indicated where his very modern guns had blasted

pieces of storied earth away as they searched out the enemy guns in the vicinity.

Then a. piebald hill appeared by the beach where gunnel’s had been busy dropping shells

to explode mines during the morning. An estuary of sand jutting out into the sea

was a little further south and it was on its smooth expanse that some of the

assault troops were du3 to land in a few hours' tine.

All enemy guns along the whole stretch had been flashpointed and most of them

have been heavily pounded by our guns in the past week. Many had been knocked out

according to air reconnaissance which has been very meticulously carried out since

the guns moved into position.

Three days ago the artillery arranged an' invasion rehearsal. Observation

officers went across in boats close to the mainland to observe results of a planned

p'ounding of the beaches and run positions, For four minutes the invasion beaches

were subjected to a heavy bombardment and. then the guns lifted, to the enemy gunsites.

Two batteries which dared, to. make a rexoly were swiftly put out of action.

The next day gunner observers counted enemy vehicles as they passed,into a •

garage. When the last had entered, guns opened-up on the garage, scoring'direct hits.

As a few undestroyed vehicles dashed out they too were picked off.

So the strafing went on in this war across the water. Dumps were

blown uj), pillboxes smashed and the my generally softened, for the infantry assault.

It was all a mere curtain-raiser for the earth-shaking barrage which covered the

landing.
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